GOVERNMENT OF KERALA

Abstract


HEALTH & FAMILY WELFARE (G) DEPARTMENT


      3.GO (MS) 94/15/H&FWD dtd.07/05/2015
      4.GO (P)158/15/H&FWD dtd.23.7.2015
      5.Letter No. MH3-20811/15/DHS dtd. 20.7.2015 from the Director of Health Services, Thiruvananthapuram.

ORDER

In the Government orders read above, Government have approved a list of admissible medicines for the purpose of Medical Reimbursement. In addition, Government are pleased to include Allopathic Medicines, as reimbursable items as per the Kerala Govt. Servant's Medical Attendance Rules 1960, as under:

1.Clopilet 75
2.Deizem CD
3.Stator EZ
4.Telma H
5.Indur 30mg
6.Pantop 40mg
7.Ranozex CD 500mg
8.Sofosbuvir

(By Order of the Governor)
D.Santhosh Kumar
Deputy Secretary to Government

To

All Heads of Departments and Offices.
The Principal Accountant General (Audit), Kerala, Thiruvananthapuram.
The Accountant General (A&E), Kerala, Thiruvananthapuram.
All Departments (all section) of the Secretariat.
The Finance Department
The Law Department
The Advocate General, Ernakulam (with C/L)
The Secretary, Kerala Public Service Commission (With C/L)
The Registrar, High Court of Kerala, Ernakulam (With C/L)
The Registrar, University of Kerala, MG/Cochin/Calicut/Kannur (With C/L)
The Secretary, KSEB (With C/L)
The Managing Director, KSRTC, Thiruvananthapuram (With C/L)
The Secretary to Governor (With C/L)
The Secretary, Legislature Secretariat.
The Director of Health Services, Thiruvananthapuram.
The Director of Treasuries, Thiruvananthapuram.
The Information and Public Relations Department. (For publishing in the Website)
The Director of Medical Education, Thiruvananthapuram
All District Medical Officers through Director of Health Services.
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